
















My aim in this essay is to draw together two areas of study from cinema and theatre. The first is the theory of popular genres, their evolutionary cycle, and their role in the industrial development of Hollywood in the first half of the twentieth century, as explored by theorists and historians of cinema. The second is the early modern genre of revenge tragedy and its generic self-consciousness and metatheatricality. Insights from the film industry can build our understanding of the so-called Wars of the Theatres at the very end of the sixteenth century as a distinctly commercial phenomenon haunted by one genre in particular: revenge tragedy. Following Roslyn Knutson, I see the phenomenon of theatre rivalry in the period from around 1598 to 1601 as mutually beneficial industrial partnership rather than bitter ideological and interpersonal competition. Using the industrial organization of the studio system in Hollywood as an analogue for the developing business of theatre, I argue that revenge tragedy is an under-recognized generic engine of this serial commercial theatre experience developed by a mature entertainment industry operating as a kind of professional cartel. Just as revenge tragedy implicates its characters in a web of action and reaction, so the genre enacts and codifies early modern theatre’s commercial bonds.

Genre and Cinema 

In an influential and much anthologized intervention into cinematic genre studies, Ed Buscombe writes that not much of the work previously done on this topic by literary scholars “is relevant to the cinema”. He goes on: “Nevertheless, some profit is to be gained from the literary critics, even if it is only a warning […] The theory of genres in literature has usually been restrictive and normative” (Buscombe 13). Other film scholars have been similarly unconvinced by literary genre studies: for Rick Altman, first among its failings has been the tendency to take for granted “the genres actually exist, that they have distinct borders, and that they can be firmly identified” (Altman 11): he cites as exemplary Alistair Fowler’s summary that “The kinds, however elusive, objectively exist” (Altman 11; Fowler 73). Steve Neale suggests that genre is a negative category in literary criticism, denoting work ‘usually considered formulaic, stereotypical, artistically anonymous, and therefore artistically worthless’ (Neale 21). Thomas Schatz and Rick Altman both take Northrop Frye’s counsel of despair as their epigraph: “the critical theory of genres is stuck precisely where Aristotle left it. The very word ‘genre’ sticks out in an English sentence as the unpronounceable and alien thing it is” (Schatz 40; Altman 1; Frye 13).
These writers on cinema genres are eager to cut loose from their perception of how post-Aristotelian genre theories operate within literary studies, just as their discipline is keen to escape old institutional connections to departments of “Eng. Lit.” In fact, film studies developed a focus on genre criticism during the 1960s and 1970s in response to two major impetuses, both of which are relevant as analogues for the study of early modern drama. The first was an attempt to engage seriously with popular cinema and with the commercially successful output of Hollywood; the second was to displace or reorient the dominant French heuristic: that of auteurism. Within film studies, genre theory developed parallel understandings of genres as structural and textual on the one hand, drawing attention to shared plots, locations, and iconography, and as functional, defined in terms of their social, cultural, economic and communal functions (Cook 58-9). Structural and textual analysis of film genres tends towards the formalist understanding of genre tropes; functional analysis tends to understand genres in terms of their interaction with viewers. Rick Altman identifies four main understandings of genre in film studies: genre as definition, outlined during exhibition through advertising, reviews, and programming; genre as relationship with the audience who recognize it and what it requires of them; genre as structure, a series of commonly identified structural tropes; and genre as “blueprint” underpinning industrial production (Altman 17).
Structures, labels and contracts are familiar aspects of genre criticism in early modern studies, as will be reviewed below. But what cinematic genre studies brings afresh to the field is the stress on genre as a blueprint for industrial production. This understanding of the commercial context in which genres are conceptualized, developed and marketed is instructive: “Cinematic genres, then, are not exclusively film genres; they are also categories of production and interpretation” (Moine xvi). Hollywood films proceed from, and reinforce, an increasingly developed and efficient industry. Like all industrial processes, genres perform a dialectical logic between standardization and differentiation, and between consensus and innovation, within a mass entertainment culture. Janet Staiger writes of the structural importance to the development of Hollywood of the tension between “a movement towards standardizing the [film] product for efficient, economical mass production and a simultaneous movement towards differentiating the product as the films bid competitively for a consumer’s disposable income” (Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson 88). Hollywood producer Hunt Stromberg phrased this in the 1930s as the balance between “formula and showmanship” (Watts 8). Writing in 1947, the director George Stevens identified “something sort of cannibalistic” taking place in the film industry as it sought to recap previous successes by reworking past hits: filmmakers “break them down into their component elements, study these carefully, and then use them again in a different arrangement, as parts of a new story, depending on them to exert the same appeal they did the first time” (Bordwell, Staiger and Thompson 111). 
Economic understandings of the development of the Hollywood film industry make clear that much of its apparent rivalry, pursued and constructed through tireless studio publicity during its Golden Age, is in fact the mutually beneficial operation of a oligopoly. Douglas Gomery discusses the dominance of the “Big 5”: five corporations (Lowe’s Inc, Twentieth Century Fox, Warner Brothers, Paramount, and RKO) operating as a collusive economic unit in the early decades of Hollwood to shut out potential competitors. He describes their relationship as “like a chronically quarrelsome but closely knit family. Theatrical inter-dependencies guaranteed that if anyone produced a popular film, all members of the Big Five benefitted” (Gomery 14). Gomery argues that between these major producers there was effectively no competition, and that their near total collective dominance of exhibition through the control of film distribution and cinema schedules, meant that they operated for their mutual benefit to squeeze out potential smaller competitors. By the mid 1940s, this mature industrial market enabled creative personnel in front of and behind the cameras to freelance relatively easily, moving between these major studios: many so-called independent production companies were absorbed within these larger corporations. Thus, the industrial model of the first half of the twentieth century in the movie industry in Hollywood was a kind of disguised cooperative effort towards a common goal of profit-maximisation. 
Apparent rivalry between Hollywood studios can thus be seen as a mutually beneficial economic pose to generate collective profit. Within this model, genres develop across studios for the reciprocal benefit of the cartel as a whole: they are shared models of the kind of interdependency crucial to the industry. Economic success shapes the longer narrative of genre development into a more concentrated category, the “cycle”, defined as “a series of genre films produced during a limited amount of time and linked by a dominant trend in their use of the genre’s conventions. A cycle is often sparked by a benchmark hit, a prototype that is imitated, refined, or resisted by those that follow” (Grindon 44). But within the economic dialectic of standardization and innovation, this commercial basis ensures that genres continue to develop. As Leo Braudy puts it “Genre films essentially ask the audience, “do you still want to believe this?” Popularity is the audience answering, “Yes”. Change in genre occurs when the audience says, “That’s too infantile a form of what we believe. Show us something more complicated”’ (Braudy 179). Cinematic theories of genre have developed more schematic views of genre lifecycles, taking their cue from Christian Metz’s influential paradigm, drawn from art history, of “classic - parody- contestation-critique” (Metz 148-61). Metz’s argument is that “both film-makers and audience grow increasingly self-conscious regarding the genre’s formal qualities and its initial social function” (Schatz 37). Thomas Schatz develops the model, understanding film genres to pass through a period of experiment during which conventions become established, then a classic stage when these established conventions are mutually understood by film artists and audiences. This point of equilibrium turns towards saturation, into an age of refinement during which the form is embellished with formal or stylistic details, and finally a baroque (or “mannerist” or “self-reflexive”) stage, when the form and its embellishments are accented to the point where they themselves become the “substance” or “content” of the work. Schatz defines this as the formal progression from “transparency to opacity, from straightforward storytelling to self-conscious formalism” (Schatz 38). Subsequent genre theorists have noted both that this developed evolutionary model is true of only a small number of genres--the western and the musical are those usually cited as having completed the arc--and that its teleological bias means it underestimates the self-conscious or ludic qualities of early cinema. Nevertheless, it has been an influential cinematic model, as can be seen in an analysis of work on the genre most closely associated with early modern revenge tragedy, the western.
	The Western is the fundamental example for cinematic theories of genre. Schatz calls it “the richest and most enduring genre of Hollywood’s repertoire” (Schatz 45); Douglas Pye notes that it is “likely to remain central to genre criticism” (Pye 254); Metz unfolds his template for generic evolution in a chapter on the western, arguing that its interconnected instantiations form a single composite text: “such is the infinite text one calls a genre” (Metz 161). Landmark essays on the western in the 1950s by André Bazin and Robert Warshow mark the beginning of film genre criticism. Bazin’s argument, that “the western was born of an encounter between a mythology and a means of expression”, saw the genre as a Manichean struggle “which sets the forces of evil over against the knights of the true cause” connected both to the history of westward expansion and to the questing or romance narratives of earlier cultural forms (Bazin 142; 145). For Warshow the central problem of the western was the establishment of individual masculine identity. Other significant interventions include the dialectics outlined by Jim Kitses as intrinsic to the genre--community/individual, wilderness/civilisation, desert/garden, restriction/freedom, cowboy/Indian (Kitses). Ed Buscombe supplemented this structuralist syntax with a semantic understanding of the genre, stressing the importance of visual tropes and the repeated   iconography of landscape, guns, horses, boots, and widebrimmed hats. “The films,” writes Buscombe, “are not “about” them any more than a sonnet is about fourteen lines in a certain meter. […] The visual conventions provide a framework within which the story can be told” (Buscombe 16). Building on these functional and formal analyses, studies of the western developed highly influential understandings of its internal architectonics and its sociological relations, both historically and in the present. 
	Although different genre critics organize their sense of the western’s evolution around different exemplar films (for Bazin, for example, it is John Ford’s Stagecoach (1939); for Warshow Henry King’s The Gunfighter (1950); for Metz  My Darling Clementine (Ford, 1946)), important to a shared idea of the genre is a sense of its history. While the western clearly draws on narrative traditions that predate cinema, Edwin S. Porter’s 1903 film The Great Train Robbery is usually cited as the birth of the genre, with Ford’s Stagecoach as its major mature example (Schatz 49-50), in which early optimism gave way to an increasingly complex and ambiguous presentation of the western hero. By the time of Nicholas Ray’s Johnny Guitar (1954), with its baroque styling and tendency towards melodrama, or Ford’s The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (1962), a film centrally preoccupied with the telling of heroic stories and the place of the cowboy in the increasingly civilized society of the West, the genre has become self-reflexive--opaque, in Schatz’s terms--and conscious of its formal and generic ancestry. The development of the so-called spaghetti western from around 1965 to 1975, associated with Sergio Leone and with Clint Eastwood, further etiolated the genre’s teleology, towards meditative, violent and morally queasy films such as A Fistful of Dollars (1964) or Once Upon a Time in the West (1968), seen by Christopher Frayling as an explicit critique or contestation of Hollywood’s own ideological complacency in its reconstruction of the West (Frayling). 

Early Modern Revenge Tragedy 

Katharine Maus suggests that Renaissance revenge tragedies are the direct antecedents of film westerns (Maus ix), and there are clearly structural parallels between these two recognizable genres of male alienation, violence, and the ambivalent function of social institutions. Further, like the western to cinema studies, revenge tragedy has been a--perhaps the most--distinctly legible genre within early modern theatre, codified in anthologies, textbooks, and other critical interventions. It makes sense, then, to try to situate the history of revenge tragedy criticism within the framework established by cinematic genre studies. Studies of early modern theatre are still dominated by broadly auteurist models as were film studies before genre criticism; again similarly, its genres--city comedy, domestic tragedy, revenge tragedy--carry with them the suggestion of the formulaic occasionally punctuated by transformative authorial genius. Much early work on revenge tragedy follows the implication of the title of Ashley H. Thorndike’s 1903 essay in PMLA—“The Relation of Hamlet to Contemporary Revenge Plays”--and broadly concurs with the conclusion of Percy Simpson’s 1935 British Academy lecture on “The theme of revenge in Elizabethan tragedy”: “its sole lasting importance was to give us Hamlet” (Simpson 38). 
As in film studies, the genre of revenge tragedy has been analyzed in structural and textual terms, and in more functional ones. Lily B. Campbell, Fredson Bowers and Ronald Broude understood the appeal of revenge tragedy in the context of Elizabethan attitudes to public and private revenge; Lorna Hutson has recently revised the relation between revenge tragedy and the law focusing on evidentiary and investigative criminal procedures. Another strand of functionalist criticism has unpicked the cultural work of revenge tragedy in post-Reformation England. As Robert N. Watson puts it, “If the English Church no longer permitted Christ to play so explicit a physical-sacrificial role in the tragic ritual known as Mass, then some new form of tragic hero would have to become our advance scout into the unknown country of death. If prayers for the dead were discouraged in churches, then revenge on behalf of a ghost would be performed in theaters; diplomacy with God would give way to war on a demonized fellow-human” (Watson 9): work by Stephen Greenblatt, Michael Neill and Thomas Rist has developed this morbid epistemology as crucial to the genre’s effect. 
On the other hand, structural accounts of revenge tragedy have also proliferated. Thorndike’s anatomy of the conventions of the genre focuses on props and visual conventions, rather as Buscombe’s landmark iconography of the cinematic Western might have it. “The hero enters, dressed in black--gloomy, passionate. He reads a few lines from his book and falls to meditating on his own evil days; he turns to the sky above or the earth beneath and reflects on the ways of heaven or the mysteries of life. Or again he is wandering at dead of night in a graveyard, perhaps--or he enters, half-distracted, dagger in hand” (Thorndike 212-3). The visual tropes of revenge tragedy--the skull or skeleton, poison and poinards, the perverted banquet or celebration, the ghost--are quickly familiar and, like their western equivalents, soon open to parody (the Induction scene to the anonymous 1599 play A Warning for Fair Women mocks a catalogue of violence in “stabs, hangs, impoysons, smothers, cutteth throats” and then a ghost who comes “screaming” “Vindicta, revenge, revenge’, suggesting that both audiences and playwrights were already conversant with generic conventions: Warning sig.A2v). Works by John Kerrigan, Gordon Braden, Michael Cordner and Janet Clare emphasize structural similarities within the genre.
Perhaps most prominent among recent structural analyses of revenge tragedy is a focus on its metatheatricality. Tanya Pollard describes “an intrinsic kinship between revenge and its medium” and adds, “Revenge, like tragedy, brings satisfaction through violence” (Pollard 69). We see this theatricality from the play most often identified as the first English revenge tragedy, Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (c.1590). Hieronimo, Kyd’s central revenger, takes retribution for the murder of his son through a play called “Soliman and Perseda”--itself the title of a self-standing play by Kyd--revealing to a horrified court that the violence they thought merely performance was in fact fatal. Kyd’s on-stage chorus of Revenge and the Ghost places the whole play as an inset drama, highlighted by metatheatrical commentary: “Here sit we down to see the mystery/And serve for Chorus in this tragedy” (Smith 1.1.90-1). The Spanish Tragedy offers a distinctly literal version of the thorough-going equivalence between revenger and playwright. In revenge tragedy, revenge cannot be hasty or opportunistic: it requires its own artistic or poetic shaping through which both victim and perpetrator can make sense of the original crime. The writer of the additional passages to The Spanish Tragedy (discussed below), understood the crucial importance of aesthetics of revenge, introducing, perhaps as a substitute for the character of the old man Bazulto who has also lost his son, the cameo role of the painter who will rehabilitate the terrible crime through his art. As “surrogate artist” (Kerrigan 17), the revenger excels in designing and executing his own play-within-a-play, from Hamlet’s “The Mousetrap” “wherein I’ll catch the conscience of the king” (Shakespeare 2.2.607) via the masques and dumbshows of Marston’s Antonio’s Revenge to the usurped accession rites of Lussurioso at the end of The Revenger’s Tragedy. Time and again revenge heroes acknowledge their self-conscious understanding of their genre. After the inconclusive performance by the players, Hamlet assumes the revenger’s shadowy lexis along with the intent to avenge his father’s death:

’Tis now the very witching time of night,
When churchyards yawn, and hell itself breathes out
Contagion to this world. Now could I drink hot blood,
And do such bitter business as the day
Would quake to look on.   (Shakespeare 3.2.377-81)

At the end of the first scene of Chettle’s The Tragedy of Hoffman, the hero promises “This but the prologue to the ensuing play,/The first step to revenge. This scene is done” (Smith 1.1 229-30). Antonio’s Revenge ends with an instruction about how to write the story we have just witnessed in “some black tragedy” which, “when the closing epilogue appears,/Instead of claps, may it obtain but tears” (Smith 5.6.65, 70-1). Vindice in The Revenger’s Tragedy, whose very name, “Revenge”, bespeaks generic knowingness, calls on the stage-hand/God who provides appropriately thundery accompaniment to dramatic acts of vengeance: “Mark, thunder./Does know thy cue, thou big-voiced crier?” (Smith 5.3.51-2). 
Schatz’s argument that commercial genres move through stages from experimental to classic to baroque was a narrative of increasing formal opacity: instead of being a transparent vehicle for its plot, themes, and characters, during the baroque period of a genre, the form is obtrusive, even parodic. Many critics, following Jonathan Dollimore’s memorable analysis of the play as “black camp”, have understood Middleton’s The Revenger’s Tragedy in this light. Dollimore suggests that when he calls for thunder, Vindice is an “actor momentarily stepping through the part and taking on–-without abandoning the part--a playwright’s identity” to achieve “a parody of stage effects” (Dollimore 139-40). We might even see the extensive parodic commentary on and citation of The Spanish Tragedy during the early seventeenth century as part of the evolutionary cycle of the genre: new plays, and retrofitted old plays, contribute to its baroque or mannerist phase. Early editions of Kyd’s play offer the earnestly extended title: “The Spanish tragedie containing the lamentable end of Don Horatio, and Bel-imperia: with the pittifull death of olde Hieronimo” (title-page wording in editions of 1592, 1594, 1599, 1602, and 1611). From 1615 onwards, a new phrase is added: “The Spanish tragedie: or, Hieronimo is mad againe Containing the lamentable end of Don Horatio” etc (1615, 1618, 1623, 1633). That Hieronimo is “mad again” suggests a pleasurable familiarity, both with the old-stager The Spanish Tragedy and with revenge tragedy itself--in contrast to the stress on newness often taken as the dominant impulse in book-selling and book-buying. (In 1612, for example, in the preface to his play The White Devil, John Webster complained that most customers visit stationers shops “not to inquire for good books, but new books” (Webster sig.A2) The archness in these later editions of Kyd suggests a certain commercially exploitable thickening of the genre, in Schatz’s terms of the evolution from generic transparency to opacity. Schatz’s teleology does not, however, help with a genre that was always self-conscious from the start: its progenitor The Spanish Tragedy was always already metatheatrical, and its darkly ludic enjoyment of theatre was one much-imitated element of its commercial and artistic success. Cinema genre studies make clear that a blockbuster hit spawns immediate echoes, and we can see the development of revenge tragedy as a series of cycles based around the success of The Spanish Tragedy, a play which, like its own ghost, ought to be dead but won’t lie down. 

The “Wars of the Theatres”

If an understanding of the self-conscious theatricality of the genre reveals that the revenger is ultimately a dramatist, perhaps too the dramatist is a revenger. In his account of revenge as a kind of ur-drama, John Kerrigan describes how its characteristic structure of action and reaction is key to the operations of theatre: “theatrical “doing” gravitates, quite naturally, towards revenge. Imagine two actors on an open stage, with no props, no text, and, as yet, no character traits. The simplest yet most fraught way to mesh them is through injury and a retaliation. One exchange simultaneously connects the players and sets them in opposition” (Kerrigan 4). We might adapt Kerrigan’s formula to understand the operations of the commercial theatre: the simplest yet most fraught way to mesh this developing industry is through move and countermove, injury and retaliation, simultaneously distinguishing and binding the companies together into the fractious corporate family noted as a feature of the leading Hollywood studios. Just as revenge plays create their own internal tension through the chain of action and retaliation, so the series of plays within the genre are interconnected as dramatic acts of (sometimes violent) statement and response. Antonio’s Revenge darkens the comic ending of its first part, Antonio and Mellida, just as the anonymous prequel to The Spanish Tragedy, The First Part of Jeronimo, sought to excavate a happier past for Andrea and Bel-imperia. Hamlet discusses different acting styles and acknowledges, in a topical reference, that audiences prefer “an eyrie of children, little eyases […] now the fashion” (Shakespeare 2.2.340-2) --the children of St Paul’s performing the similar and contemporaneous Antonio’s Revenge. As these intertextual references multiply, the revenge genre becomes a crucial element of the reciprocal rivalries of the late Elizabethan theatre industry, and the stock vengeance plot becomes less an index to contemporary attitudes to death or to justice, and more a metaphor for dramatic competition.
Commercial rivalries were always a part of the revenge tragedy genre. A now lost first edition of The Spanish Tragedy was published by Abel Jeffes who had registered his rights in the Stationers’ Register on 6 October 1592. Three months later the court of the Stationers’ Company found Edward White guilty of an offence against Jeffes “in having printed the spanish tragedy belonging to Abell Ieffes” (Greg and Boswell 44). White countered with the claim that Jeffes had infringed his rights to Arden of Faversham: both cases ended in fines and the confiscation of the illegal editions. Commercial rivalry, however, became pragmatic compromise: the third edition of The Spanish Tragedy in 1594 has the colophon ‘Printed by Abell Ieffes, and are to be sold by Edward White’ (Edwards xxviii-xxix). This example from revenge tragedy in print has its equivalence on the stage, too. The King’s Men actors who feature in the Induction to Marston’s The Malcontent (1604) discuss the play in the context of commercial rivalry: 

Sly: I wonder you would play it, another company having interest in it.
Condell. Why not Malevole in folio with us, as Jeronimo in decimo-sexto with them? They taught us a name for our play: we call it one for another. 
Sly. What are your additions?  (Marston sig.A4) 

The reference to The Spanish Tragedy—“Jeronimo”--also refers to its “additions”, first published in 1602. The precise connotations of this reference have been hard to unpack, but it seems to suggest that plays passed between companies, and that performing The Malcontent serves as a kind of theatrical revenge for The Spanish Tragedy: “the King’s Men justified their taking of the Blackfriars play as revenge for the theft of their own” (Knutson 42). Thus, both the early publishing history of Kyd’s play and the commentary of the King’s Men in this Induction show us arguments over the rights to a revenge tragedy that substitute notions of commercial reciprocity for initial feelings of proprietorial rivalry. Perhaps, as in the Hollywood studios, success for one company was success for the industry as a whole. 
The additions to The Spanish Tragedy establish this play as a testcase for the interconnectedness of theatre companies whose rivalry was as much a pose as an economic reality. Henslowe’s Diary reveals that the play was revived by the Admiral’s Men in 1597-8. Henslowe made two payments to Ben Jonson, on 25 September 1601 for “adicians in geronymo” and again on 22 June 1602 for “new adicyons for Jeronymo” (Foakes 182, 203), but for a number of reasons, practical and stylistic, it has not been accepted that these commissions are the additions printed in 1602. The sums paid by Henslowe seem disproportionately generous given this minimal task (the additions of 1602 amount to only 320 extra lines), and if the additions were not yet completed by the second payment in June 1602, their publication the same year would be unusually speedy. Furthermore, a clear parody of the painter’s scene in Marston’s Antonio and Mellida of 1599 suggests that the scene in which the griefstricken Hieronimo attempts to commission a synaesthesic picture of his son’s murder existed before the date of Henslowe’s payments. The expanded quarto particularly advertises this new material: “newly corrected, amended, and enlarged with new additions of the Painters part, and others as it hath been of late divers times acted”. The editors of the expansive Cambridge edition of Jonson’s works have banished the additions to the forthcoming electronic version, “because their authorship is uncertain” (Bevington et al xiv). As Jonson’s claim to the work has declined, recent analyses have returned with increasingly certainty to an old alternative attribution: that the additions as printed in 1602 are by Shakespeare. As Brian Vickers put it in a recent survey of authorship studies, “one can provisionally conclude that the 320 lines added for a revival of The Spanish Tragedy in about 1599 and printed in the 1602 quarto should in future be included in the Shakespeare canon” (Vickers 2011, 111; Bruster; Vickers 2012). That Jonson, under Henslowe’s commission, and Shakespeare, might each have worked on separate additions to The Spanish Tragedy at the turn of the century pitches Kyd’s play into the centre of the commercial melee of the Elizabethan fin de siècle, just as the apparent connection of the play with both the Admiral’s Men and the Lord Chamberlain’s/King’s Men (Hieronimo is listed alongside Hamlet, Othello and Lear as one of the King’s Men actors Richard Burbage’s memorable roles) confounds Andrew Gurr’s easy narrative of their binary rivalry (Syme 491-2). This variously revised The Spanish Tragedy appears almost as an early modern dramatic freelancer, moving within the cartel, rather than the assigned property of a particular company. This model gives us a new way to understand the role of the revenge tragedy genre within the “Wars of the Theatres”, a sequence of connected, antagonistic plays by different writers for different companies, at the end of the sixteenth century.
At first, the dominant playtexts in this intra-theatrical squabble do not seem to overlap with our category of revenge plays: satirical comedies by Jonson, Marston and Dekker, from Every Man in His Humour and Poetaster to Satiromastix, have been the main players in accounts of the so-called poetomachia. Only the reference to those pesky “little eyases”--the boys’ company--in Hamlet apparently brings a revenge play onto the periphery of this theatrical quarrel. But taking a slightly wider lens on this period of intense theatrical rivalry shows that revenge tragedies are important props. The period 1599-1602, for instance, between Every Man In and Satiromastix, also takes in those two sets of additions to The Spanish Tragedy, attested performances of the play, and allusions to it in many of the central plays. Bobadilla and Matheo in Every Man In discuss The Spanish Tragedy as “well-penned”: “I would fain see all the poets of our times pen such another play as that was. They’ll prate and swagger and keep a stir of arts and devices, when, by Godso, they are the most shallow, pitiful fellows that live upon the face of the earth” (Jonson 1.3.102-6). In Poetaster there is a further sequence of quotation from the play, just as the Cambridge Parnassus plays participate in this knowing rivalry from a provincial distance, showing Studioso being coached in the part of Hieronimo by Burbage. The Spanish Tragedy becomes an aesthetic touchstone for the staged contestations of these squabbling plays, bringing the revenge genre centre stage. 
Elsewhere these satirical plays draw on a familiarity with revenge plays. In Dekker’s Satiromastix, for instance, the rivals Tucca and Horace bandy familiar revenge tragedy tropes including ghosts, poison, blood, passion, and daggers, in an extended play on the connections between writing and revenge. Demetrius asserts “We must defend our reputations” and likens “our pens”; to “our swords”, ready to take blood “if you strike us still”. Tucca claims “my name’s Hamlet revenge”, and his adversary Horace threatens: “I writ out of hot bloud, which (now) being colde,/I could be ples’d (to please you) to quaffe downe,/The poison’d Inke, in which I dipt your name” (Dekker H2v). The Epilogue encourages the audience not to hiss, for “you blow away Horace’s revenge: but if you set your hands and Seales to this, Horace will write against it, and you may have more sport”. Revenge, writing, and the serial entertaining pleasures of staged rivalry, are here explicitly interconnected. In Ben Jonson’s Poetaster Marston is represented by the character Crispinus, who, in a dramatically apt form of restitution for his linguistic crimes familiar from the revenge tragedy genre, is forced to vomit up some of his newly-coined words. That the revenge punishment should fit the original crime is a generic commonplace: it is one reason Hamlet does not take his chance with Claudius when he is (as he believes) praying, and why Vindice co-opts Gloriana’s poisoned embraces for the murder of the lecherous Duke in The Revenger’s Tragedy. 
In addition, alongside the satirical comedies associated with the poetomachia are performances of Marston’s Antonio’s Revenge and Chettle’s The Tragedy of Hoffman, as well as published texts of Antonio’s Revenge in 1602 and of Hamlet in 1603 and 1604, plus a second quarto publication of the vengeful Titus Andronicus (1600). Playing companies are a particularly prominent part of the titlepages of these plays: Peter Blayney suggests that “publicity” for the theatre companies is significant factor in the unusually large number of plays registered at Stationers’ Hall at the turn of the seventeenth century (Blayney 386). Revenge tragedy is thus a live--even a revitalized--property on stage and in print. We might even see the vexed question of the relation between the first two quartos of Hamlet less as a specifically Shakespearean puzzle and more as a sign of an over-active contemporary market, on stage and in print, for revenge tragedy. 
And if what has survived in print represents an estimated 20% of theatrical output, looking at the database lostplays.org (​http:​/​​/​lostplays.org​) can help us to flesh out the picture. Plays known only by their titles that might conceivably have been adjacent to or part of the revenge tragedy boom of the end of the Elizabethan period include Jonson, Henry Porter and Henry Chettle’s Hot anger soon cold (1598), Chettle and Dekker’s The Stepmother’s Tragedy and Orestes’ Furies and perhaps Agamemnon of 1599, John Day’s Italian Tragedy (1600) and William Haughton’s Ferrex and Porrex, Chettle’s The Orphan’s Tragedy (1599/1601), and his Danish Tragedy (1602), all for the Admiral’s Men. The prominence of the genre during the very period of the theatre wars is significant. The Wars of the Theatres become part of the industrial cycle of the revenge tragedy genre. 
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